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A Virtual Image Cryptosystem
Based upon Vector Quantization

Tung-Shou Chen, Chin-Chen Chang, and Min-Shiang Hwang

Abstract—We propose a new image cryptosystem to protect image
data. It encrypts the original image into another virtual image. Since
both original and virtual images are significant, our new cryptosystem
can confuse illegal users. Besides the camouflage, this new cryptosystem
has three other benefits. First, our cryptosystem is secure even if the
illegal users know that our virtual image is a camouflage. Second, this
cryptosystem can compress image data. Finally, our method is more
efficient than a method that encrypts the entire image directly.

Index Terms—DES, image security, vector quantization, virtual image
cryptosystem, steganography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Images are widely used in our daily lives. However, the more ex-
tensively we use images, the more important their security becomes.
Thus, image security has become an important issue in the current
computer world.

A cryptosystemis a useful tool for information security [3].
However, most traditional cryptosystems were only designed to
protect text data. They are not suitable to encrypt images directly.
This is because the image size is always much greater than that of
text. So, traditional cryptosystems need much time to encrypt the
image data. In addition, for textual data, the decrypted result must
be identical to the original text (i.e.,plaintext). This requirement is,
however, not always necessary for image data. Consider an image.
Suppose it is only to be observed by human eyes. Then, a decrypted
image that contains little distortion is still acceptable, since human
eyes are not so sensitive.

Because of these differences between image and text, recently there
have been several cryptosystems proposed for image security [1],
[2], [6], [7]. These cryptosystems always encrypt the original image
(i.e., plainimage) into an encodedcipherimage. This encoded result
protects our plainimage, but also piques the interest of illegal users.
This is because the encoded image is always messy and meaningless.
When illegal users pilfer the encoded image, they will see that this
image is encrypted, and will think that it is very important. So, they
will be eager to break the encoding. In other words, the messy and
meaningless result will decrease the security of the cryptosystem.

To remedy this problem, we propose a new cryptosystem in this
paper. We call it thevirtual image cryptosystem. In this cryptosystem,
we employ a virtual image to camouflage our original one. The virtual
image is one that can be made public. Even if illegal users steal
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it, most of them will think that this image is an original and will
have no intention to try to break it. So, our cryptosystem ought to be
more secure than that of conventional cryptosystems. In addition, this
camouflage is achieved by vector quantization (VQ), which is a lossy
data compression technology [5]. Thus, our cryptosystem will be able
to compress image data. Furthermore, this cryptosystem encrypts
several important parameters of our camouflage by a symmetric
cryptosystem, such as the Data Encryption Standard (DES) and other
DES-like cryptosystems [3]. DES is the best known and most widely
used cryptosystem for commercial applications today. Since DES is
secure, thieves cannot break our cipherimage even if they detect that
this image is a fake.

II. V IRUTAL IMAGE CRYPTOSYSTEM

A. Encryption Algorithm

Consider an original imageO: Suppose that we want to encrypt it
by our virtual image cryptosystem. Then we must first choose another
imageV to hide it. Here,V is called thevirtual image of O: We
conduct our encryption algorithm to encryptO after the choice ofV:

Basically, our encryption algorithm consists of three phases:re-
organization, compression, and encryption. In the reorganization
phase, we first separate the original imageO into a set of vectors
fO1; O2; O3; � � � ; On g; and divide the virtual imageV into another
set of vectorsfV1; V2; V3; � � � ; Vn g: Here,no andnv are the number
of the vectors inO andV; respectively, and the size of each vector
is u (or w � h in block form).

Next, we randomly generate two vectorsG andD in u-dimensional
space. We call them thetransformed-originand theproject-direction,
respectively. In addition, we define a new parameterr called the
number of modified-bitsas

r =
2u� be + no � dlog2 nve

mv � (mv � 1)
(1)

where be is the number of bits needed to express the component
value ofO; V;G; andD; andmv �mv is the image size ofV: The
numerator ofr means that there will be2u�be+no�dlog2 nve bits in
the encryption phase that need to be hidden in the lastmv�(mv�1)
pixels ofV: All G;D; andr will be used in the following steps.

After the generation ofG;D; andr; we create the codebook of VQ
based on these results andfV1; V2; V3; � � � ; Vn g: We first assign the
value2(r�1) into the lastr bits of eachVij ; and then generate a new
set of vectorsfV 001;V

00

2 ; V
00

3 ; � � � ; V
00

n g: Here, Vij denotes thejth
component value ofVi: Since the lastr bits of eachVij will be used
to hide the encrypted data in our encryption phase, these bits need to
be unified in both encryption and decryption. Next, we absolutize the
difference between eachV 00

i andG; and project this result ontoD:

The projected result is notably a one-dimensional (1-D) value. This
transformation is formalized as

T (V 00

i ) =

u

j=1

jV 00

ij �Gj j �Dj : (2)

After this transformation, we sortfV 00

1 ; V
00

2 ; V
00

3 ; � � � ; V
00

n g by their
transformed values. Let the sorted result befV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g
whereT (V 0

i ) � T (V 0

i+1) for eachi:
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fV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g is our codebook. We employ it in
our compression phase and, moreover, use the VQ encoder
to compressfO1; O2; O3; � � � ; On g: For each Oi; we search
fV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g for its closestV 0

q ; and then record the index
q into Ii: Last, the codebookfV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g and the indices
fI1; I2; I3; � � � ; In g are then our compressed data.

Note that, after the compression phase, the original image is not
only compressed, but also pretended by the virtual image. However,
these compressed data are not safe enough. Suppose the illegal users
steal the virtual imageV and the index setfI1; I2; I3; � � � ; In g:
They can recover the original image correctly. Thus, we have
to encrypt these data now. To encryptfV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g; we
only encrypt several important parameters of our reorganization
phase, such asw; h; no; G; andD: Since these parameters are the
cruxes of our reorganization phase, no one can correctly generate
fV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g without them. Furthermore, their total size
is much smaller than that offV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g: Thus we can
encrypt them efficiently. In our cryptosystem, we select a DES-like
method associated with the private keyk to be our encryption method.
Suppose the DES-like method is secure. Then ourw; h; no; G; and
D are safe also. Letwc; hc; nco; G

c and Dc denote the encrypted
w; h; no; G; andD; respectively.

To protect the security offI1; I2; I3; � � � ; In g; we cannot encrypt
them by the DES-like method directly, since their total size is still
large. In our encryption phase, we encrypt them by a simple and quick
operation “exclusive-OR,” which can be denoted by XOR or�: We
first combineI1; I2; I3; � � � ; In into a bit-stringI and, moreover,
generate another bit-stringX that containsG;D;G;D; � � � only. Both
the lengths ofI andX must be equal. Next, we define the encrypted
indices Ic as I � X: Since XOR is a simple and basic operation,
we can obtainIc quickly. Furthermore, sinceG andD have been
encrypted by the DES-like method, they are safe in our cryptosystem.
Thus I1; I2; I3; � � � ; In are secure, too.

Now, the last job of the encryption algorithm is to hide the above
encrypted data into our virtual image. Sincew; h; and no are the
most basic parameters in our cryptosystem, most parameters are
derived from them. Thus,wc; hc; and nco must first be concealed
such that they can be first decrypted by our decryption algorithm.
In our encryption algorithm, we embed them into the last bit of
each component value in the first mv pixels ofV: The bit-sizes of
wc; hc; andnco are notably fixed and known by both the sender and
the receiver. Next, we apply the same method to embed the other
encrypted parametersGc; Dc; andIc into the residualmv�(mv�1)
pixels of V: However, the total bit-size ofGc; Dc; and Ic is
2u�be+no�dlog2 nve; which is usually greater thanmv�(mv�1):
So, we embed these2u�be+no�dlog

2
nve bits intomv�(mv�1)

pixels on average. That is, we hideGc; Dc; and Ic into the lastr
bits of each component value in the lastmv � (mv � 1) pixels of
V: Here,r has been defined in (1). Last, the modified virtual image
containingwc; hc; nco; G

c; Dc; and Ic is then our cipherimageV c:

The only difference betweenV andV c is their last few bits of each
pixel. Therefore, the distortion betweenV andV c is limited, andV c

is always significant.
V c andk are two important data to recoverO after the encryption

process. We thus need to send them to the receiver. SinceV c has been
encrypted, it can be transmitted by the public channel. However,k

is the secret key to decryptV c: We must send it to the legal receiver
by a secure channel [3].

B. Decryption Algorithm

The decryption algorithm is symmetric with our encryption one.
First, we fetchwc; hc; andnco from the last bit of each component
value in the first mv pixels ofV c; and decrypt them by the DES-like

Fig. 1. Original image (512� 512 pixels).

method andk: In this step, we obtain the originalw; h; andno: They
are the most basic parameters in our cryptosystem. According to these
values, we can evaluate the number of modified-bitsr by (1). Here
we assume that be is known by both the sender and receiver. Next,
we fetchGc; Dc; and Ic from the lastr bits of each component
value in the lastmv � (mv � 1) pixels of V c: SinceGc andDc

are also encrypted by the DES-like method, we need to employ
this method to decrypt them, and obtainG andD: Ic is, however,
encrypted byG;D; and an XOR operation. XOR is a symmetric
operation. Thus we can decryptIc by G;D; and XOR, and acquire
fI1; I2; I3; � � � ; In g: Now, all parameters of our cryptosystem and
the index set have been decrypted.

For generating our codebook, we first separateV c into a set of
u-dimensional vectorsfV c

1 ; V
c
2 ; V

c
3 ; � � � ; V

c
n g based onw and h:

Next, we set the lastr bits of eachV c
ij to be 2r�1 since these

bits have been changed in our encryption algorithm, and achieve
fV 00

1 ; V
00

2 ; V
00

3 ; � � � ; V
00

n g: According tofV 00

1 ; V
00

2 ; V
00

3 ; � � � ; V
00

n g and
(2), we can acquire our codebookfV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g: Note that
this codebook is identical with that in our encryption algorithm.
Finally, we conduct the VQ decoder to generate the decrypted image
Od based on the indices setfI1; I2; I3; � � � ; In g and the codebook
fV 0

1 ; V
0

2 ; V
0

3 ; � � � ; V
0

n g: O andOd are different, since VQ is a lossy
data compression technology. However,O andOd must be close.

III. EMPIRICAL TESTS AND SECURITY ANALYSIS

A. Empirical Tests

To prove the feasibility of our virtual image cryptosystem, we
conducted two experiments, which are described in this subsection. In
these experiments, we employed “airplane” to be our original image
O: Its image size was always 512� 512 pixels, and we show it
in Fig. 1. To encrypt this original image, we employed two virtual
imagesV 1 and V 2 in our two experiments, respectively. Both of
these were images of Lena, but their image sizes were different. The
size of the first virtual imageV 1 was 256� 256 pixels (see Fig. 2),
and that ofV 2 was 360� 360 pixels. In our experiments,w; h; and
u were defined to be4; 4; and16; respectively. That is, all images in
our experiments were divided into 4� 4 pixel blocks. The number of
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Fig. 2. Virtual image (256� 256 pixels).

Fig. 3. Cipherimage (containing 256� 256 pixels) of our first experiment
whose PSNR and compression ratio are 37.87 dB and 25%, respectively.

blocks inO (i.e.,no) was therefore (512� 512) / (4� 4) = 16 384,
andno thus needed 16 b. Except forno; we assumed that all numbers
were expressed by 8-b variables in our experiments, andbe was also
set to be eight.

We evaluated the quality of the processed images by their peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [5] in our experiments. The larger the
PSNR, the better the image quality will be. In general, a processed
image is acceptable to human eyes if its PSNR is greater than 30 dB.
Besides PSNR, we estimated thecompression ratioof a processed
image by the result of the compressed image size divided by the
original one. The smaller the compression ratio was, the better was
the compression effect that was achieved.

We appliedV 1 to be the virtual image ofO in our first experiment.
In the virtual image cryptosystem, onlyw; h; no; G; andD need be
encrypted. Their total bit-size was8+8+16+16�8+16�8 = 288:
Here the bit-sizes of bothG andD were 16� 8 sinceG andD
were 16-dimensional vectors and each element inG andD was an
8-b variable. Since the number of processed bits per DES execution
was 64, we only needed to execute DES5(= d288=64e) times to
encrypt them. This result is much smaller than that needed to encrypt
the entire original image. After the process of our encryption, the
cipherimage of this experiment is presented in Fig. 3. Its PSNR is
37.87 dB. This value is much larger than our acceptable criterion of
30 dB. As for the compression ratio of this experiment, it equaled
(mv�mv)=(mo�mo) = (256�256)=(512�512) = 25%. Finally,
after the decryption, the decrypted image is drawn in Fig. 4. Its PSNR
is 30.22 dB. It is also greater than our criterion. So, this decrypted
image can preserve the information of our original image.

In our second experiment, we conductedV 2 to be the virtual image
of O: Note that the image size ofV 2 is 360� 360, which is greater
than that ofV 1: In this case, the bit-sizes ofw; h; no; G; andD were
still 8, 8, 16, 16� 8, and 16� 8, respectively. So, their total bit-
size was not changed, and we also needed to execute DES five times
to encrypt them. The cipherimage of this experiment is presented in
Fig. 5. Its PSNR is 45.13 dB. This result is much better than that

Fig. 4. Decrypted image (PSNR= 30.22 dB) in our first experiment.

Fig. 5. Cipherimage (containing 360� 360 pixels) of our second experiment
whose PSNR and compression ratio are 45.13 dB and 49.4%, respectively.

of our previous cipherimage. Besides, our decrypted image for this
case is drawn in Fig. 6. Its PSNR is 31.36 dB. This is also better
than that of our previously decrypted image. The compression ratio
of this experiment was(360� 360)=(512� 512) = 0:494 �=50%.

From the above experimental results, we obtain three benefits
about the proposed cryptosystem. First, its cipherimage is always
significant. So, it can confuse potential thieves. Second, the size
of the cipherimage can be smaller than that of the original one.
Thus, this cryptosystem can compress image data. Finally, this
cryptosystem only needs a few DES-like processes to encrypt its
important parameters. Thus, it is more efficient than to encrypt the
entire original image directly. Also, we find that the image quality
of our cryptosystem is inversely proportional to its compression rate.
When the size of the virtual image is increased, the qualities of the
cipherimages and the decrypted images will be improved, but the
compression rate of this cryptosystem will be lost, and vice versa.

B. Security Analyses

The camouflage is the first safeguard of our cryptosystem. In
our cryptosystem, we employ a virtual imageV to camouflage our
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Fig. 6. Decrypted image (PSNR= 31.36 dB) in our second experiment.

original image. Since the distortion betweenV andV c is limited,V c

is also significant. Illegal users cannot detect thatV c is fake without
any hint, even if they stealV c:

On the other hand, suppose the illegal users detect thatV c is fake,
and want to break it. Then the outlaws may apply the following
three types of attacks to break our cryptosystem. The first is the
ciphertext-only attack [3]. In this attack, the illegal users are assumed
to have only a cipherimageV c; and do not have the private key
k: The outlaws cannot obtainw; h; no; G; and D in this case
since these parameters are encrypted by the DES-like method and
k: Thus, the thieves cannot obtain our original image. However,
suppose the illegal users try to guessk by brute force. Let the bit-
size of k be 112. Then,k has 2112 possible combinations. Here
we assume that our cryptosystem employs double DES to encrypt
w; h; no; G; and D: A private key has 56 bits in DES. So, the
key k has 112 bits in double DES. If the illegal users employ a
100 MIPS computer to conjecturek; the computational load is then
2112=(100 � 106 � 60 � 60 � 24 � 365) = 1:646 � 1018 years.
This is, indeed, a very long time. Thus, our cryptosystem is secure
for ciphertext-only attack.

The other two attacks are theknown-plaintextand chosen-text
attacks [3]. They are more religious than the ciphertext-only attack.
In these two attacks, the illegal users are assumed to have obtained
several plainimage and cipherimage pairs, and all of these pairs share
a common keyk: In these cases, the outlaws can analyze these
pairs to obtain the common keyk; and correctly decrypt the next
cipherimage if the sender still encrypts his next original image byk:
To prevent these attacks, we define that our private key is disposable,
i.e., it is a one-time padsystem [3]. Since no common key exists
in our cryptosystem, no one can break our cryptosystem by the
known-plaintext or the chosen-text attack.
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A Deblocking Technique for Block-Transform Compressed
Image Using Wavelet Transform Modulus Maxima

Tai-Chiu Hsung, Daniel Pak-Kong Lun, and Wan-Chi Siu

Abstract—In this work, we introduce a deblocking algorithm for
Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) decoded images using the
wavelet transform modulus maxima (WTMM) representation. Under the
WTMM representation, we can characterize the blocking effect of a JPEG
decoded image as: 1) small modulus maxima at block boundaries over
smooth regions; 2) noise or irregular structures near strong edges; and
3) corrupted edges across block boundaries. The WTMM representation
not only provides characterization of the blocking effect, but also enables
simple and local operations to reduce the adverse effect due to this
problem. The proposed algorithm first performs a segmentation on a
JPEG decoded image to identify the texture regions by noting that their
WTMM have small variation in regularity. We do not process the modulus
maxima of these regions, to avoid the image texture being “oversmoothed”
by the algorithm. Then, the singularities in the remaining regions of
the blocky image and the small modulus maxima at block boundaries
are removed. We link up the corrupted edges, and regularize the phase
of modulus maxima as well as the magnitude of strong edges. Finally,
the image is reconstructed using the projection onto convex set (POCS)
technique [2] on the processed WTMM of that JPEG decoded image.
This simple algorithm improves the quality of a JPEG decoded image in
the senses of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as well as visual quality. We also
compare the performance of our algorithm to the previous approaches,
such as CLS and POCS methods. The most remarkable advantage of the
WTMM deblocking algorithm is that we can directly process the edges
and texture of an image using its WTMM representation.

Index Terms—Image enhancement, wavelet transforms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Transform coding is an efficient block-based image compression
technique that has been widely used in the image compression
industry. In particular, the discrete cosine transform (DCT) has been
adopted as the basic compression algorithm of the Joint Photographic
Experts Group (JPEG), Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG),
and others. For conventional transform coding, an image is first
divided into a number ofn�n nonoverlapped blocks. Each block is
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